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Abstract. Situation awareness (SA) has been considered as an important element to support emergency
managers in finding ways to prepare suitable responses to crisis problems happen, Situation information
processing technique is one of fundamental issues in the enhancement of SA analysis ability and
development of high performance situation response systems. Various incompleteness and uncertainties
are involved in situation information and its processing. This paper, as a preliminary study, identifies
several uncertainty issues in situation information processing. This paper then presents a SA
achievement and dynamic decision-making framework _with a general architecture describing how to
govern incomplete and uncertain situation information to derive awareness and support decision-making.
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1. Introduction

Emergency management historically has focused on the immediate and urgent aspects of
a disaster, response and post-disaster recovery. However, there is a growing awareness that
emergency management should pay more attentions on finding ways to avoid crisis problems
in the first place if possible and preparing suitable response to minimize the lose for those
that undoubtedly will occur, such as fires, floods, epidemic even terrorism. It will play very
important roles for any organizations or governments in any country. This mission requires
technical support in effectively analysing a situation and deriving awareness information to
emergency management officers for understanding the situation and making decisions.
Situation awareness (SA) technique has been considered as an important element to do so.

Initially, the decision makers in emergency management lack a complete picture of the
situation and replies upon the system for access to the missing information. Also, emergency
management officers often only imprecisely or ambiguously know a situation and use
uncertain (fuzzy) information to present it. SA information processing technique is one of
fundamental issues in the development of high performance situation response information
systems. Although a lot of research has been done in SA area existing SA technology cannot
well handle the incompleteness and uncertainty of situation information and its processing.
This paper identifies four issues of incompleteness and uncertainty involved in situation
analysis and awareness deriving. It then builds a SA achievement and dynamic decision-
making framework with a general architecture describing how to govern and fusion
incomplete and uncertain situation information to derive awareness information, as individual
or teams, and how to support dynamic decision-making.

2. Uncertain Issues in Situation Awareness and Emergency Decision-Making

SA is defined by Endsley [2] "as the perception of elements in the environment, the
comprehension of their meaning in terms of task goals, and the projection of their status in
the near future." The process of achieving SA is called situation analysis or situation
assessment. Situation assessment is based on acquired situation information that can be
implicit or explicit. Awareness information (SA information) is derived as results of situation
assessment. The term SA is commonly used in the human-computer interaction community
where the concerns are to design computer interfaces so that a human operator can achieve
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SA in a timely fashion []]. It is also used in the data fusion community where it is more
commonly referred to as situation assessment [3J. SA has been largely studied as an
important element in diverse military and pilot systems using observation, experiments and
empirical methods. However, there are four problems that influence situation analysis and
awareness deriving to be solved. in particular.

a) Situation information incompleteness: Initially. the decision makers in emergency
management often lack a complete picture of the situation and replies upon the system for
access to the missing information. Also. decision makers in emergency management may not
either know what information may relate to the problem or may not consider all relevant
information. Information missing will affect decision makers' correct understanding for a
situation and finding a suitable solution for the problem. How to assess a situation based on
amount of situation information available, and find a sufficient answer based on incomplete
information is one of fundamental issues in the development of situation response systems.

b) Situation information uncertainty: Two basic elements are needed to support SA. The
first is a representation of a situation. The second is approaches or tools for situation
assessment [10]. There are a lot of uncertainty issues involving the two elements. It is natural
that in a real-world people often only imprecisely or ambiguously know a situation and use
uncertain (fuzzy) information to present it. Particularly. some explicit situation information
cannot be expressed into precise information. Therefore SA has to be generated based on
imprecise and inaccuracy information through suitable fuzzy information processing.

c) Team SA inconsistency: Controlling large dynamic systems. such as an emergency
co-ordination among several large organizations. is beyond the competence of one single
individual. Instead a team works cooperatively to coordinate and control the environment.
The degree to which every team member possesses SA for task performance is team SA [6].
The level of overall SA across the team becomes an important issue. possibly leading to
performance errors in team SA. An example of this can be found in the context of a building
security control room in which several security personnel need to know certain pieces of
information to safely and effectively complete a work process. If a person acting as a
supervisor is aware of the critical information. but a person in direct control of the process is
not. the SA of the team may be deficient and. consequently. performance and system safety
may suffer. This is a SA inconsistency causing error. Team SA also involves uncertainty
issue. Team members often use linguistic terms to communicate each other and to describe
their identification and judgment for a situation in attempting to reach an optimal solution. In
a sequence processing. relevant SA information is passed on to the next person that may
produce fewer uncertain hypotheses. Parallel processing would make the team members
developing different situation models that at the end might lead the team members to talk
about different conceptions of the situation. which are ambiguous.

d) Uncertainty in the model of situation assessment and dynamic decision-making: The
existing SA models can be classified as descriptive and prescriptive [10]. Descriptive models
are suitable for capturing basic issues of decision-making. Numerous descriptive SA models
have also been proposed for modelling military domain such as Endsley's model [2J. A fe«
prescriptive models have been proposed such as McCarley's model [5]. Most of which use if-
then production rules to assess a situation. Such models are easy to implement but lack the
use of all information of the SA. Both kinds of models are not sufficient to support SA in
emergency management. Very important. there have not been SA model addressing
uncertainty issues. In fact. SA assessment elements involve with uncertainty and SA
assessment measures also with uncertainty. Under these uncertainties. SA information
derived will have uncertainty feature as well. An emergency decision will be thus made based
on uncertain SA information, uncertain awareness relationships and uncertain alternative
solutions. The main reason to have so much uncertainty is that SA systems are human-centred
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systems rather than only computer software. Therefore, the roles of human and computer and
the influence of uncertainty for SA must be described in SA frameworks or models.

3. A framework in SA achievement and emergency decision-making

SA has been recognized as an element to support emergency management and crisis
problem finding. This requires the development of general SA analysis models and
approaches. Although the elements of SA vary widely between domains, the nature of SA, as
the output of a kind of information systems, and the mechanisms used for achieving SA can
be described generically. Dynamic decision-making in emergency environment depends on
the results of SA assessment. SA is aware of the environment based on the perception of what
is happening or has the potential to happen. If a department or a command centre is to make
the right decisions for a crisis problem, it must be able to assess the environment, the threats
and the opportunities faced. The environment information come from various data sources,
and cannot be captured precisely and completely. Also, people may not know what
information will relate to a possible problem. Accepting as a given that the situation
information is incomplete and uncertain, perception of SA can therefore only be obtained
through processing the uncertain or incomplete information. Some researchers have pointed
out the importance of team SA and noted that team SA has different requirements than
individuals. Just adding independent SA of individuals is not enough, as team members share
information with each other at all times via different representation media and verbal
communication [6,7]. Teams rely heavily on a common overview of the situation so that team
members share the workload [8]. Team SA is the sum of the SA for each individual,
independent of any overlap in SA requirements among members. This is supported by the
notion that if each of two team members needs to know a particular piece of information, it is
not sufficient that one knows it perfectly but the other does not [4]. The level of SA to each
team member for task performance may be different and uncertain. The performance of team
SA assessment depends on effective team SA assessment techniques that involve information
gathering from multiple timescales and team cooperation between timescales. The team SA is
an overall awareness of how the situation looks and forms a hypothesis about how it might
evolve by integrating all members' awareness, which involves uncertainty as well.

Based on above analysis three main sources of situation information in a SA
environment: real world, system and team members, are identified. Incompleteness exists in
all the three kinds of information. Based on Endsley [3]'s SA model and information
processing theory [9], three levels of information processing to derive a SA are identified:
Level I is perception of current situation information; Level 2 is comprehension of current
situations; and Level 3 is projection of future status where the ability to forecast future
situation events allows for timely decision-making. Fig.l shows the proposed framework of
SA achievement and dynamic decision-making. In this framework SA as a stage separate
from decision-making and performance. The main reason is that it is entirely possible to have
perfect SA but make an incorrect decision. Uncertain information processing is involved at
all the three levels and decision-making. First, representation of uncertain information
appears at level I as situation information obtained is often described precisely. Information
missing is also an issue to be handled at the level. The comprehension of information
meaning level involves uncertain information filtering and integration. SA as a construct also
encompasses how people combine, interpret, store and retain uncertain information. Team
members may have different ways to know their environment and have different accurate
degrees to acquire situation awareness and with different confidence. Therefore, SA at the
level includes not only perceiving information, but also the integration of multiple pieces of
information and determination of their relevance to the team's goals. There are uncertainty
problems at the level 3 as well. The projection will be completed based on uncertain
information and imprecise criteria or rules of reasoning.
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Fig. 1. Uncertain information process requirement in SA achievement and dynamic decision-making

A set of uncertain information processing issues are involved in the framework in order
to derive SA, including uncertain information representing, judgment, integrating and
forecasting for SA. a) Uncertain information representation: A representation of a situation
needs information about relevant objects, their features and logical actions; b) Uncertain
information judgment: This involves to correctly identify relevant information and to find
association relationships among the information; c) Uncertain information fusion
(integration): People often know something is occurring or that a particular piece of
information exists, but they do not understand how it relates to the overall situation.
Information fusion is the process of combining information collected from various disparate
sources to refine state estimates and predictions; d) Uncertain information prediction
(forecasting): This will address identification and characterization of status in the near future,
based on the results of uncertain information judgment and fusion.

4. Further study

The study will attempt on how incomplete and uncertain situation information is
represented and processed, and how awareness information is derived and oerceived based on
situation information. Related techniques to filtering, fusion and forecasting uncertain
situation information will be developed.
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